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ABSTRACT: A detailed quantum chemical simulation of
the excitonic and charge-transfer (CT) states of a bulk
heterojunction model containing poly(thieno[3,4-b]-
thiophene benzodithiophene) (PTB1)/[6,6]-phenyl-C61-
butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) is reported. The largest
molecular model contains two stacked PTB1 trimer chains
interacting with C60 positioned on top of and lateral to the
(PTB1)3 stack. The calculations were performed using the
algebraic diagrammatic construction method to second
order (ADC(2)). One main result of the calculations is
that the CT states are located below the bright inter-chain
excitonic state, directly accessible via internal conversion
processes. The other important aspects of the calculations
are the formation of discrete bands of CT states
originating from the lateral C60’s and the importance of
inter-chain charge delocalization for the stability of the CT
states. A simple model for the charge separation step is
also given, revealing the energetic feasibility of the overall
photovoltaic process.

The mechanism of the process of converting light energy
into electricity in an organic solar cell comprises four

major steps:1,2 (1) absorption of light and exciton generation,
(2) diffusion of excitons, (3) dissociation of excitons at
heterojunctions with generation of charge transfer (CT), and
(4) charge separation (CS) and collection. Atomistic computer
simulations of these steps have been performed at several levels
of sophistication.3,4 Especially processes 3 and 4 pose
significant challenges for the electronic structure calculations
because a large number of electronically excited states has to be
computed and a balanced description of excitonic and CT
states has to be achieved.
The popular density functional theory (DFT) suffers severe

problems in correctly describing the stability of CT states by
means of time-dependent (TD) DFT.5,6 Range-separated
functionals7,8 have been developed to overcome this problem,
but careful optimization of the parameter determining the
separation range is necessary.9,10 As an alternative, constrained
DFT optimizations11 were successfully applied to quantum

mechanical/molecular dynamics (QM/MM) simulations of
organic donor/acceptor interfaces,12 and many-body Green’s
function theory within the GW approximation and the Bethe−
Salpeter equation (BSE) were applied to study terminally
substituted quarterthiophene (DCV4T)/C60 complexes.13

In contrast to the DFT approaches, wavefunction-based ab
initio methods do not suffer from a general bias of CT states.
However, the large computational effort needed in such
calculations, especially in view of the extended molecular
sizes occurring in realistic models, makes applications difficult.
Methods capable of dealing with these challenges are the
approximate coupled cluster method to second order (CC2)14

and the closely related algebraic diagrammatic construction
through second order (ADC(2)).15 For example, π-conjugated
oligomer systems such as methylene-bridged oligofluorenes,16

oligo-p-phenylenes,17 and poly(p-phenylene vinylene)18 have
been successfully investigated. A crucial feature responsible for
the computational efficiency of these methods is the
combination with the resolution of the identity (RI)
approach,19 which allows efficient handling of the two-electron
integrals.
Recently, new bulk heterojunction (BHJ) materials based on

alternating poly(thieno[3,4-b]thiophene benzodithiophene
(PTB1)/[6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM)
with increased conversion efficiency were synthesized.1,20−23

Motivated by this work, we focus here on investigating the
energetics of the primary absorption process in PTB1 and the
subsequent CT and CS steps to PCBM. Proper treatment of
the electronic processes and theoretical understanding of
excitonic and CT states occurring in a BHJ such as PTB1/
PCBM require consideration of the interaction between PCBM
and PTB1 plus the inter-chain interaction between different
stacked PTB1 chains.22,24 The most extended structural model
investigated in this work contains two stacked PTB1 trimer
chains, (PTB1)3/(PTB1)3, with C60 located in a lateral (Figure
1) or top (Figure 2) position with respect to the stacked PTB1
trimer chains. For computational simplicity, the side chains of
PTB1 were replaced by hydrogen atoms, and PCBM was
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replaced by C60. Analogous interacting PTB1/C60 structures
were constructed with only one (PTB1)3 chain (Figures S1 and
S2, Supporting Information (SI)). The excited states of the
stacked trimer (PTB1)3/(PTB1)3 chain alone (Figure S3) were
also investigated for comparison purposes.
The computational details are described in full in the SI. In

short, the geometries were optimized by means of DFT
including dispersion correction. A combination of the polarized
split valence (SVP) basis25 for sulfur and the SV basis for the
remaining atoms, denoted SV-SVP, was used. This DFT
approach will be referred to as PBE(D)/SV-SVP. The
electronic excitations were computed using the aforementioned
ADC(2) method employing the SV-SVP basis. To make the
ADC(2) calculations manageable, a freezing scheme for
occupied and virtual orbitals was adopted. It is discussed in
detail in the SI. Relaxation of the freezing scheme gives good
agreement with experiment for the first excited state in C60
(Table S1). It can also be shown that, by increasing the basis set
and extrapolating to infinite chain length (see also ref 18), the
experimental peak range of 1.80−1.98 eV21 can be reached.
Increasing the number of active and virtual orbitals in the
complex (PTB1)3/C60 beyond the final scheme used in the
larger calculations stabilizes the bright transition in PTB1 by 0.5
eV and the CT states by an additional 0.5 eV, strengthening our
main point made below that the latter are located energetically
below the bright π−π* state. It is important to note that,
because of the necessary restrictions in the wavefunctions, only
relative energies should be considered, keeping the systematic

improvements reported above for the single chains and single-
chain complexes in mind.
Environmental effects were taken into account using the

conductor-like screening model (COSMO)26 recently extended
for the treatment of electronic excitations computed with
ADC(2).27 The gas-phase calculations employed the Turbo-
mole program28 version 6.4. The COSMO calculations were
performed with a Turbomole development version.
We start the discussion of the results with the geometry of

the π stacked (PTB1)3/(PTB1)3 (Figure S3). The closest
distance between the parallel chains computed with the BSSE-
corrected RI-PBE(D)/SV-SVP approach is 3.77 Å, in good
agreement with the value of 3.7 Å found by means of grazing
incidence X-ray (GIXS) scattering measurements of pristine
PTB1 films.29 The closest distance between C60 and the PTB1
stacked trimer chain is 3.22 Å for the lateral position (Figure 1)
and 3.19 Å for C60 on top (Figure 2). Geometry optimization
including BSSE corrections increases the fragment distances at
most by about 0.2 Å. Figure 1 also shows that the interaction of
C60 with (PTB1)3 oligomers is not strong enough to destroy
the overall planarity of the chains: there is only a slight torsional
deformation in the vicinity of the C60 moiety.
Table 1 collects the computed spectral information and

character of the first five vertical transitions of stacked

(PTB1)3/(PTB1)3. First come two dark π−π* states (21A
and 31A) which are classified as inter-chain excitons with
orbitals delocalized between the two (PTB1)3 chains. The third
transition (41A) is a bright inter-chain excitonic π−π* state
located at 3.26 and 3.10 eV for gas phase and COSMO,
respectively. An inter-chain CT state about 0.5 eV higher (51A
(gas) and 61A (COSMO)) follows.
The spectrum of the C60/(PTB1)3(lat.) complex (Table 2,

Figure S2) shows a characteristic appearance of CT states. In
the gas phase the lowest three excited states are CT transitions
from PTB1 to C60. The occurrence of three CT states reflects
the three degenerate virtual orbitals of C60 forming the lowest
excitations. The bright π−π* state is located slightly above
those states. The excited states for the C60/(PTB1)(top)
(Figure S1) complex show a behavior similar to the one for the
lateral complex (Table S7).
The introduction of a stacked (PTB1)3 dimer in interaction

with C60 in place of a single chain leads to characteristic
differences in the electronic spectra for the lateral and top
structures (Figure 3). For numeric data see Tables S8 and S9.

Figure 1. Geometry of a stacked (PTB1)3 interacting with C60 in a
lateral position, optimized at the PBE(D)/SV-SVP level.

Figure 2. Geometry of a stacked trimer of (PTB1)3 interacting with
C60 in a top position, optimized at the PBE(D)/SV-SVP level. “I”
labels the bottom trimer and “II” the upper one.

Table 1. (PTB1)3/(PTB1)3 Vertical Transition Energies
(ΔE, eV) Relative to the Ground State, Optical Oscillator
Strengths ( f), Charge Transfer q(CT) in Units of e, and
Excitation Character Using the ADC(2)/SV-SVP Approach
for Gas Phase and with COSMO

state envir. ΔE(eV) f q(CT) character

21A gas 2.684 0.00 0.28 int.-ch. exciton
COSMO 2.660 0.00 0.27

31A gas 3.128 0.00 0.32 int.-ch. exciton
COSMO 3.066 0.00 0.30

41A gas 3.256 9.03 0.05 int.-ch. exciton
COSMO 3.102 8.58 0.05

51A gas 3.689 0.03 0.95 int.-ch. CT
COSMO 3.661 0.25 0.04 int.-ch. exciton

61A gas 3.822 0.00 0.40 int.-ch. exciton
COSMO 3.693 0.02 0.95 int.-ch. CT
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Figure 3 shows the evolution of electronic states starting with
the bright S1 state in the (PTB1)3 monomer, the occurrence of
low-lying dark excitonic states in the stacked (PTB1)3 dimer,
the triple of CT states slightly below the bright π−π* state in
C60/(PTB1)3, and the appearance of two triples of CT states
for the interaction of C60 with stacked PTB13. For comparison,
the spectrum for the case of C60 located in top position on the
(PTB1)3 stack is also given. In this case only one triple of CT
states is found. The addition of the second (PTB1)3 chain leads
to a significant stabilization of the CT states, whereas the bright
π−π* state is hardly affected.
A density difference plot of the densities of the S1(CT)

versus S0 states is given in Figure 4. A total charge of 0.966e
(Table S8) is transferred. The picture nicely shows the
localization of the ion pair. In the case of more than two

stacked chains, as it occurs in the actual bulk polymer, a further
increase of the number of CT states is to be expected for C60 in
the lateral position, forming a quasi-continuum of CT states,
whereas C60 in the top position should not increase the
manifold of CT states.
The COSMO results show energy-wise for all systems

investigated (Tables 1, 2, and S7−S9) only a weak influence on
the entire electronic spectrum due to the small dielectric
constant. The character of the states seems to be influenced to
some extent by solvent effects, especially for the smaller
models, since the spacing between the π−π* state and the CT
states is small. One factor besides the characteristics of the
dielectric medium which might also play a role in determining
the solvent shifts is the widely extended distribution of the
charge over the PTB13 chain and the C60.
For comparison, the solvent effect for the CT state in the

significantly more compact complex tetracyanoethylene/
benzene is ∼0.4 eV.30,31 Table S11 and the discussion in the
SI show that the combination ADC(2)/COSMO can
reproduce the experimental findings very well. As has been
discussed in the comparison of the stability of the CT states for
complexes of C60 containing one (PTB1)3 chain and a stacked
pair [(PTB1)3]2 (Figure 3), the major factor for stabilizing the
CT state is the delocalization of the charge over two (or more)
chains. A stabilization of ∼0.3−0.4 eV is found for the lateral
(Figure 3) arrangement of C60 in which it interacts directly with
the two (PTB1)3 chains, in contrast to C60 on top facing only
one chain. Therefore, stabilization is less pronounced for the
top position (Tables S7 and S9) of C60, where the
delocalization is smaller. In more extended stacks, the charge
delocalization will be certainly be larger and the stabilization of
the CT states even larger. This charge delocalization effect is a
purely quantum mechanical one and stresses the need for even
larger molecular models treated at quantum chemical level.
The CS step determines critically the final outcome and

efficiency of the photovoltaic process. Simulation of the CS
process requires in principle consideration of larger fractions of
the bulk material, a procedure which is not feasible within the
framework of the present approach. Thus, we followed a
simpler strategy and computed the energetics of the CS process
by following the dissociation of the C60 from the [(PTB13)]2.
The structure with C60 in the lateral position was chosen. At a
displacement of 48 Å from the equilibrium position, the energy
of the S1 (CT) state was increased by 0.95 eV in the gas phase.
Adding the point Coulomb interaction of ∼0.3 eV gives a total
dissociation energy for the electron−hole pair of ∼1.25 eV with
respect to the CT state in the [(PTB1)3]2/C60 complex.
Analogous COSMO calculations for the same two geometries
result in an increase of 0.35 eV due to the dielectric screening.
Adding the remaining screened interaction energy of ∼0.09 eV
results in an estimate for the electron−hole dissociation energy
of ∼0.45 eV. A surplus energy of at least (see the previous
paragraph) ∼0.3 eV is available from the difference in energy
between the vertical excitation to the bright π−π* state and the
lowest CT state (COSMO results, Table S8), thus bringing the
CS process, in principle, into an accessible range. Our
computed hole pair energy is similar to the finding of Yost et
al.,12 where a binding energy of 0.15 eV in the system
phthalocyanine/3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic bisbenzimida-
zole was reported.
A relatively simple picture emerges from these calculations.

The electronic excitation leads to an inter-chain delocalized
excitonic state whose transition density is distributed over

Table 2. (PTB1)3/C60(lat.) Vertical Transition Energies
(ΔE, eV) Relative to the Ground State, Optical Oscillator
Strengths ( f), Charge Transfer q(CT) in Units of e, and
Excitation Character Using the ADC(2)/SV-SVP Approach
for Gas Phase and with COSMO

state envir. ΔE (eV) f q(CT) character

21A gas 3.138 0.46 0.85 CT (PTB1−C60)
COSMO 3.094 4.06 0.02 π−π* PTB1

31A gas 3.173 0.07 0.93 CT (PTB1−C60)
COSMO 3.186 0.12 0.72

41A gas 3.199 0.53 0.86 CT (PTB1−C60)
COSMO 3.242 0.01 0.59

51A gas 3.218 3.31 0.23 π−π* PTB1
COSMO 3.302 0.00 0.55 CT (PTB1−C60)

61A gas 3.329 0.00 0.10 C60

COSMO 3.351 0.00 0.12

Figure 3. Energy levels (eV) for pristine PTB1 (single-chain and
stacked) and for lateral and top complexes of (PTB1)3/(PTB1)3 with
C60 using the ADC(2)/SV-SVP method.

Figure 4. Isodensity plot of the density difference showing the CT
from the (PTB1)3/(PTB1)3 stack to C60 (lateral) in gas phase (blue,
−0.0003e; red, +0.0003e).
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about 1−2 PTB units, in close proximity to C60. The CT states
are located below the bright state and form a band of states,
with its density distributed especially at the sides of the stacked
PTB1 chains. They should be directly accessible via internal
conversion processes. In addition to low-lying CT states, also
dark excitonic inter-chain PTB states are observed. They are
partly located energetically above the CT states so that they can
contribute to the CT process. Part of these states can certainly
act as traps and lead to nonproductive decay channels. The CS
step seems to be energetically feasible. It will depend
significantly on the local dielectric environment and can
certainly be influenced by introducing polarity in the polymer
material.
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